Business Transformation is a capability, not a project

The Business Integrator
Our experience as consultants being involved in many Business
Transformations has shown that most companies still treat each
initiative as a project. Even though the business is continuously evolving
and adapting to changes from their internal and external environment.
This results in initiatives having to constantly adjust concerning the
scope and requirements. Very often the lack of experience in managing
such initiatives, external consultants (i.e. system integrators) are
involved in the hope that their skills are only required for a limited time.
This again results in a high dependency and lack of control of the
transformation. Business Transformation is a capability, not a project!
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We at
bpExperts
therefore believe companies need to take a strategic approach on
establishing their business transformation capabilities.
Monitoring/ Controlling Capability

Embedding capabilities into the fabric of your organization
Our mission is to secure the success of our customer's initiatives and
build sustainable Business Transformation capabilities within the
organization. In our involvement, we balance carefully between
coaching and operative project support.
Based on your Business Transformation Maturity we develop a
roadmap to tailor and establish Business Flows.
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The Business Integrator
Our best practice transformation framework
Business Flows is our best practice
Find out more and get
transformation framework of
your free trial here:
www.businessflows.de
methodologies and content to
accelerate our customer’s
transformation capabilities.
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Business Flows can be used to
operationalize your strategy, ensure
your value flows and optimize your processes. But also, for process due
diligence, risk and compliance management and business certifications.
Finally, it is a powerful accelerator for IT initiatives especially in the area
of SAP S4/Hana.

General inquiries
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www.bpexperts.de

About bpExperts
Business Process Experts (bpExperts) is a management consulting
company founded by experienced consulting partners devoted and
passionate about business process management.
We firmly believe that for organizations to stay successful Business
Transformation must become an organizational capability and not just be
run as a project. National and international customers value us as an
independent but connected business player. Our business is focused on
the manufacturing, process and discrete industries with our roots in
chemical and pharmaceutical including biotechnology but also strong
industry specific process knowledge in discrete manufacturing (mass
producer and engineered products),
Company Values
automotive suppliers, metal processing
companies and others.
Our values are an integral part of our
company culture and were created
together as a team. We live up to these
values in our daily work. We also
continuously strengthen these values
through various team events.
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